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Meeting at 7th World Rogaining Championships 

12 October 2006, 8-9.15 pm 
Warrumbungle Ranges 

Present 
Neil Phillips (chair, Aust*), Peter Taylor (Aust*), Rod Phillips (Aust*), Peter Squires (NZ*), 
Miroslav Seidl (Czech*), Bob Reddick (US*), Eric Smith (US*), Guntars Mankus (Latvia*), Sergey 
Yashchenko (Russia*), Michael Wood (NZ*), Michael Sheridan (NZ), Guy DeLacey (NZ), Emma 
DeLacey (NZ), Bill Kennedy (NZ), Ann Kennedy (NZ), David Baldwin (Aust), Mike Hotchkis 
(Aust), Maureen Cox (Aust), Allen Cox (Aust), Mart Pais (Estonia), Jaak Väärsi (Estonia), Alexei 
Korotin (Russia), Volodin Konstantin (Russia), Oleg Kalinin (Russia) 
* on IRF Council 

 

Apologies 
John Berwick (Aust), Yefym Shtempler (Ukraine), Vladimir Gusiatnikov (US), Allan Stradeski 
(Canada), Iiro Kakko (Finland) 

 
Welcome, and introductions 

 
Trophies for future World Rogaining Championships 
A suggestion has been made by Peg Davis (US) that the current perpetual trophies be retained 
permanently by the IRF, and be replaced by trophies for each World Rogaining Championship. This 
will reduce the need to collect trophies for each event and let winners have a permanent momento. 
Peter Taylor and Peg Davis will discuss this with Western Australian Rogaining Association (who 
donated the trophies) and other interested people and report back to the IRF by 1/5/07. 
Election and membership 
Rod Phillips outlined the timetable for elections. Each year, elections are held for one or two of the 
executive positions. This year, the president and promotion/development officer are due for re-
election. The IRF is considering proposals to restrict membeship to national rogaining associations. 
As a necessary precursor to this, representation of each country is being reviewed to ensure that IRF 
representatives are supported by rogaining organisers in their country and to ensure that all key 
rogaining countries take part in voting on these proposals. 
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Future World Rogaining Championships 
Peter Taylor has been working with the two major Estonian rogaining groups with a view to the 
8WRC being held in Estonia. The 9WRC was scheduled to be held in Victoria (Australia). Victoria 
has withdrawn from this and several other countries have expressed a desire to hold this event, 
including eastern North America, Ukraine, Russia and New Zealand have expressed interest. Russia 
are vey keen to host a WRC. 
Summary of rogaining in each country 
Eric and Bob (USA): The biggest challenge is getting new rogainers. Better advertising and publicity 
is needed. People enjoy organising rogaines but lack expertise in marketing the sport. The adventure 
racing surge in interest appears to be declining. 
Peter Squires (NZ): Peter endorsed Eric's comments, less adventure racers now. It is hard to 
publicize rogaining. It is increasingly difficult to get access to land, with deer farms, high fences, 
liability and fire risk all evolving as issues. 
Mike Woods (NZ): was more optimistic about North Island rogaining. Number or rogaining events is 
increasing a lot. An interesting development has been the 'baby rogaines' done on a shoestring (i.e. 
minimal work). 
Miroslav (Czech): Small country, and all rogainers are orienteers. This year is the 10th Czech 
Rogaining Championships. Clashes with orienteering timetable is a problem. The rogaine is held in 
the last week in June. Some Germans attend. Maybe IRF publicity would increase participation from 
neighbouring countries. Short events may be tried, bicycling rogaining, 6-8 hours are popular. 
Mart (Estonia): Enormously popular. Orion club ran another 24 hour in June, and TAOK club ran an 
8hr with 900 competitors in October. TAOK is discussing the 8WRC with Peter Taylor. Rogaining is 
strong but Estonia is small. Maybe a metrogaine next year. 
Guntars (Latvia): Target to increase the number of events. One major 24 hour (not Latvian 
Championship yet), usually about 170 entrants. Want a few small events. Not a lot of people are 
capable of organising. Last year 350 entrants at 8 hr rogaine. Tried a few systems for electronic 
punching, still not finalised best system (will speak with Peter Squires about NavLight). Teams can 
draw their route on the internet after events to show other teams. 
Sergey (Russia): Strong growth, strong technical basis for rogaining. Nationally use SportIdent 
electronic punching. 8-10 rogaines a year 
Mike Hotchkis and David (Australia): Each state runs several high class events. Gradual loss of 
land. Numbers static. In NSW, some recent growth. 800 entrants on the 6 hr this year. Membership of 
NSWRA is different from orienteering, with a higher turnover (i.e. many stay for one event), and a 
lower age profile. Better publicity is successful in getting young people to events, but not necessarily 
keeping them. 

 
Strategic Plan 
The Plan is completed and is being distributed. Annual plans for rogaining in each country will be 
called for shortly. 
Meeting closed  9.15 pm 

  
Rod Phillips 
Secretary 
IRF 


